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Size and Style Positioning 
Month-to-month, most macro data updates came out to be non-directional. Inflation is persistent, growth and 
earnings are yet to take a hit, and the labor market is resilient. Investors now expect another 25bp hike in July 
and only one cut by the end of the year. 

(Macro Conditions and the Investment Landscape are summarized in our monthly review.)

In this month's meeting the Committee shifted its focus to the Style positioning. The Fed's rapid and aggressive 
rate hikes transformed the stock market in 2022 and present new opportunities for 2023. In February we upped 
our Small-cap bet (see the note explaining the tactical move here). Following the Committee's decision in April to 
take 10% off our Value bet, we continue to see sentiments favoring growth stocks. Based on the data reviewed, 
the Committee decides to take another 10% off Value, making our current Style guidance neutral (50% Value and 
50% Growth). 

On top of investor sentiments and the momentum signals reviewed in the April Committee meeting summary, 
several other factors back up this decision:

- Both our legacy model and trend following model are pointing toward Growth.
- Our simulation model has been calling for Growth overweight since March.

- This time earnings fundamentals don't support a sustainable Value phase.

Other Agenda Items
The Committee also reviewed portfolio performances, signal effectivenesses and new modeling efforts.
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